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Frontispiece of the London Edition

Frank Gelett Burgess (January 30, 1866 – September 18, 1951)

A Bostonian by birth, Burgess’s individuality in a staid society was marked by his habit of
climbing church steeples (on the inside) and inscribing his initials in Phoenician script (see his
signature after the Epigram). He later left for the attractions of San Francisco, where he found
employment as a draftsman, and in 1891 was hired by the University of California at Berkeley as a
drawing instructor. Fortunately for posterity, he became implicated in the destruction of an unloved
public statue, and in 1894 had to resign his post, after which he set upon his new career as writer and
humorist.
In 1895 he founded a small-time magazine called “The Lark”, and in its first issue included a quatrain
that became famous in America:
I never saw a purple cow / I never hope to see one;
But I can tell you anyhow / I’d rather see than be one!
When he tired of being approached in the street by people quoting that rhyme at him, he countered
with the one labelled “Confession” in this guide. Those, with many other nonsense quatrains, each
typically preceded by an introductory couplet, appeared in 1901 in The Burgess Nonsense Book, which
was later, in 1914, also published in London, with only the necessary changes on the opening pages,
such as the London publisher.
There are many later books (about “goops”, for example), but Burgess’s writings have never become
well known in Britain in the way that has befallen those of Edward Lear or Lewis Carroll. I am lucky
to have had his Nonsense Book from the age of 5 or earlier, and I have scarcely forgotten a word of it.
My original copy has fallen to pieces, but it is still sometimes possible to obtain originals: these have
one advantage over a recent print-on-demand edition in that the first 5 pages are not missing.
Burgess, like Lear and Carroll, was also a coiner of words. One, in particular, has found its way into
the language: “blurb” – such as you have just been reading.
John Kilpatrick
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“Cuttings from a Nonsense Book”
The words are presented in the form of facsimiles assembled from the composer’s copy.

1. Introduction
Frontispiece:

2. Digital Extremities

The speaker annunciates a cut-down version of
the original that is reproduced in full on the
front cover of this guide.

Epigram:

3. Cranial Ambulation (The Lecture)

4. City Flora (The Lamp Post)
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5. My Fancies

6. Fugue in 24 keys

This instrumental interlude has no connection
with Gelett Burgess, but could be considered
appropriate to include, as it is somewhat
nonsensical in its conception.

Chord Sequence:
Am – B7 – Em – F#7 – Bm – C#7 – … etc.
(The complete cycle of 24 keys is run through
twice, with similar fugal entries on minor and
major chords, each key at least once. There are
thirty entries in total, with half the minor entries
occurring twice.)

7a. The Minutes

7b. The Museum of Kisses

Nos. 7a and 7b are presented as alternatives.
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8. The Floorless Room

9. The Window Pain

10. The Towel and the Door

… The Door and the Towel

(the music for The Door and the Towel reverses
the harmonies of The Towel and the Door)
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11a. The Purple Cow

11b. The Purpil Cowe
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11c. Confession

12. Finis
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Works of Gelett Burgess
The Purple Cow (1895); a precursor to the Nonsense Book
Vivette (1897); novelette
The Lively City O'Ligg (1899); juvenile
Goops, and How to be Them (1900); juvenile
A Gage of Youth (1901); Poems, chiefly from The Lark
The Burgess Nonsense Book (1901); prose and verse
The Romance of the Commonplace (1901)
More Goops, and How Not to Be Them (1903); juvenile
The Reign of Queen Isyl (1903); short stories in collaboration with Will Irwin
The Picaroons (1904); short stories in collaboration with Will Irwin
The Rubaiyat of Omar Cayenne (1904); satire and parody
Goop Tales (1904); juvenile
A Little Sister of Destiny (1904); short stories
Are You a Bromide? (1906); short book
The White Cat (1907); novel
The Heart Line (1907); novel
The Maxims of Methuselah (1907); satire and parody
Blue Goops and Red (1909); juvenile
Lady Mechante (1909); novel
The Master of Mysteries (1912)
The Maxims of Noah (1913)
Burgess Unabridged: a Dictionary of Words you have always needed (1914)
The Goop Encyclopedia: Containing Every Child's Every Fault (1916); juvenile
Have You an Educated Heart? (1923)
Why Men Hate Women (1927)
Ain't Angie Awful (1923)
Look Eleven Years Younger (1937)
The Purple Cow (1952); a reduced version of the full Nonsense Book
The above list is not complete. Many (possibly all) of the books, including The Burgess
Nonsense Book, are available for reading in on-line form: try a search on “Gelett Burgess
online books” and follow the online books link. Where there is a choice, the University of
California copy is probably the one to go for.
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